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This is a casual game with a very different story. Our goal is to produce fun
games - short and lovely. So, if you want to play challenging and you can

wait for the overworld and for the story to be completed in a long time, you
should not play this game. We are really glad that you like our games and

we like to hear your feedback and comments. Fahrenheit is a survival
horror that takes place in a retro 80's city. The game will start in a 2

minute prologue and will take you to a different time where your first steps
will be in the middle of an air traffic emergency, after that you will try to

survive in a totally random city. Welcome to the 80s, where FM radio ruled
the airwaves. Plug your ears to static, get ready for awkward

conversations, and watch out for those flying hands that are "harvesting"
people's brains. Creator Danilo gives us the opportunity to bring you his
most beautiful project. A buddy, who loves the radio waves, and the 80s
period, brought you a unique concept. A very personal project that is a

little bit different from what we are used to. Fahrenheit is a game which in
its concept resembles this amazing 80s FM radio, and in its graphics, looks
like a movie from this era. Note: This game is in early access, and you will
receive inside the game special items related to the '80s period, which you
can use in game to obtain money, buy new ingredients or buy new items

for your combo. Also, to understand better how to play, you will receive all
the instructions (and the buttons, haha) inside the game, you can have

some of them in yours 'home'. There will be more levels coming soon, and
a lot of changes in the menu and in the game, so watch out! FEATURES - A
classical FM-Radio type, which you can tune in different cities with different
channels and codes. - Seventies-style graphics. - A fictional story that you

will be able to understand only if you continue playing. - Four special
worlds made of different biomes. (could be more in the future) - Different

special objects that you can collect and use in game to get money,
purchase new items, or to buy special objects that you can use to get even

more money or other things. - Repair your weapons, your

Features Key:
22 Robot types: cool, strong, fast, smart: good, bad, ugly, invisible...

Bots' statistics for every Robot type: speed, strength, health, hitpoints,
blocks, abilities and much more.

Random generator.
AI with basic sounds, reactions and moves.
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New pages for customization and exclusive information (how to make a
robot, extend/make a robot, photodump robots...)

About: smiley, credits...

Robot Fight!

Always a new challenge waiting. All robots
exist in the virtual world of virtual robots.
Favorite robots against which you compete.
Rules of the robot fight:-assassinations (self-hit points less than 1),
-perception (the bot caught by you for 3
seconds as caught-man), -prediction (try to
predict the next move), -counter attack (hit by
you before 5 seconds), -dodge (to elude a robot
by standing on a block and avoiding the hit
point), -gravity (falling blocks) and many other
possible moves.
Rigid containers, flexible containers, boxes,
cars and much more can be used as bases.
New traps, plants, monsters, elixirs, AI...
Walls/floors/roof/robot, on the ceiling, on the
floor, everywhere. Low, medium, high and
other specificities of walls, floors, ceilings.
Have a challenge with a 1.5m walls? No
problem!
Interchangeable containers and other devices.
AI fighting back against the player.
Amazon & eBay integrated for trading robots,
models for sale.
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